
Buro Dynamic 
IntelligenceTM



Intuitive chairs that move  
the way the body moves.

Today we spend more time than ever sitting. We are not designed 
to sit still, we are designed to be in motion, with fluid movements 
that stimulates our circulation, our joints and our brain. A badly 
designed chair will increase fatigue, lead to poor concentration 
and increase the likelihood of joint strain and muscle fatigue. If it’s 
a habitual problem it can lead to long-term health issues with an 
inevitable impact on productivity. 

The office chair you use occupy should move with you, 
encourage and support your movement, whilst keeping 
you comfortable and supported when you are sitting.

This is the philosophy behind Buro Dynamic IntelligenceTM; a 
concept developed by Andrew Wilson in consultation with Buro. It 
enables your chair too support natural movement around optimum 
body postures and self-adjusts for body weight and size.

The self-weighting synchro mechanism 
featured automatically adjusts  
to the user’s body weight.



Andrew Wilson is an internationally respected 
adviser and published author on workplace 
ergonomics. Andrew shares Buro’s passion 
for human wellbeing, design and ergonomic 
engineering. From concept to design and 
materials evaluation and ultimately to testing 
the finished product, Andrew works alongside 
our designers to ensure our design innovation 
is driven by the human physiology and 
biomechanics of a healthy sitting posture.

A N D R E W  W I L S O N
O S T E O PAT H  &  E R G O N O M I S T

Buro’s philosophy isn’t just about 
chairs. It’s about supporting 
happy, healthy, productive people.

Buro Dynamic IntelligenceTM represents the latest advances in chair design,  
and the principles behind it govern the design of every Buro chair.





Buro Mentor Chair



Buro Vela Chair featured in custom upholstery

“Over 80% of office workers complain of ailments that can be directly 
attributed to bad workplace design – and it doesn’t have to be that 
way. Buro Dynamic IntelligenceTM is featured in our Mentor and Vela 
chairs where the chair moves just the way the body moves.”

– Andrew Wilson, Osteopath & Ergonomist



Featuring the Buro Vela High Back Chair with nylon base
Option with headrest (custom upholstery)

Buro Mentor Chair
A very comfortable chair. The ingenious self-weighting 
synchro mechanism automatically adjusts to the user’s 
body weight, requiring no adjustment of the levers, and 
encouraging frequent postural variation - which has been 
shown to reduce fatigue and discomfort. I particularly 
like the default posture which encourages an open trunk 
to thigh angle. It is almost impossible to sit in a poor 
posture! An excellent all-round dynamic chair, that would 
suit a wide range of users.

Buro Vela Chair
An excellent all-round chair, with no obvious faults that 
would suit a wide range of users. I particularly like the 
default posture which encourages a forward thigh tilt 
posture. The excellent self-weighting tension mechanism 
encourages the user to use the dynamic features which 
make a synchro chair so beneficial. The stretch fabric 
manages to be comfortable and supportive.

People come in all shapes and sizes and have to respond 
to different tasks and work environments, so it’s important 
that chairs have sufficient range of adjustment.

Designed  
to suit you.

Featuring the Buro Mentor Chair with nylon base 
Options include: Aluminium base | Aluminium base with arms (custom upholstery) | Nylon base with arms

Assessed by Andrew Wilson, Osteopath & Ergonomist



Our ergonomic seating is available from Furniture 
Specialists, Office Furniture, Office Products and 
Homeware Retailers throughout Australasia.  
To get in touch, email us at seating@buroseating.com
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